Spring Term 2019

Lunchtime Seminars are a seminar series held on Tuesday lunchtimes during term time from 13:00 to 13:50 in the Sutcliffe Lecture Theatre (Meteorology Building, GU01). All are welcome.

15th Jan  Matt Feist  Evaluating the parametrisation of turbulence in convection-permitting models with radar observations

22nd Jan  Brian Hoskins  What is the Hadley Cell?

29th Jan  Sanita Vetra-Carvalho  Using Webcam observations of floods and their potential use for improving river flood forecasts.

5th Feb   Carlo Cafaro  The added value of convection permitting ensemble forecasts for the sea-breeze occurrence

12th Feb  Elliott Warren  Evaluating forward modelled attenuated backscatter in London, UK

19th Feb  Amulya Chevuturi  Projected changes in the Asian monsoon in 1.5°C warmer world and beyond

26th Feb  Jonathan Beverley  The Circumglobal Teleconnection and its link to seasonal forecast skill for the European summer

5th Mar   Susann Tegtmeier (external speaker)  The tropical tropopause layer in observations and reanalysis data sets

12th Mar  Mathew Owens  The Magnetic Sun, from minutes to millennia

19th Mar  Rebecca Emerton  Extending the predictability of flood hazard at the global scale

26th Mar  Keith Shine  The relatively neglected shortwave forcing of greenhouse gases

For additional information contact: Hannah Bloomfield (h.c.bloomfield@reading.ac.uk) or Jon Elsey (jon.elsey@reading.ac.uk).

Tuesdays at 13:00
Sutcliffe Lecture Theatre – Met GU01